
(Senior) UX/UI Designer (f/m/x) (Full-time | Hamburg) 

Would you like to be part of our dynamic, highly motivated Experience Design team preferably in Munich (Berlin
or Hamburg also possible)? As soon as
possible we are looking for a

(Senior) UX/UI Designer (f/m/x) 

YOUR TASKS INCLUDE:
Project work

take ownership for successful realisation of projects, from start to finish: think in “impact” not only
“deliverables”
follow User Center Design methodologies
deliver quality UX concepts that focus on solving the right problem for the right people
deliver quality UI concepts that are usable, accessible, aesthetically pleasing and support strategic goals
work closely and effectively in interdisciplinary teams consisting of: data analysts, PMs, Devs, Content
specialists, Strategists etc.
proactively propose, prepare, run and analyse user interviews, usability testing and other research and
testing UX methods (you will own the area of user research and usability testing in the team)

Client facing

proactively consult the client and the team, on the goal, scope and the workflow of the project
articulate design decisions

Team/Company Facing

be a mentor to more junior members of the team
help to establish UX culture and processes within the teamand the company

PARTICULARLY YOU FIT WITH THE FOLLOWING PROFILE:
Hard skills

Experience in creating UX concepts.
o Keywords: UCD, user oriented, user centered design, user flows, customer journey mapping, personas,
expert audit etc.
 Experience in user research and usability testing techniques.
o planning, running, analyzing findings and improving the concept based on the findings 
o Keywords: surveys, user interviews, co-creation sessions, thinking aloud protocol, usability testing, NFP
scale, SUS scale, design hypothesis, card sorting, design sprint etc.
Solid understanding of UI, usability & accessibility topics.
Good German min.B2
(needs to freely communicate with Clients in German, run interviews in German)

Soft skills



able to organise their own work as well as the work of others (i.e. the team or juniors)
able to work on multiple projects at the same time
excellent communication skills
analytical and structured problem solver
impact (not deliverables) oriented,
growth mindset
proactivity, self-responsibility (taking ownership), motivation
positive, open, kind and respectful
 staying up to date with recent design and tech trends

Thanks for sending your application to: jobs@c3.co

 

Requirements (knowledge, experience) Experience in creating UX concepts

Place of employment Hamburg, Deutschland

Field of activity IT & Software Development

Job type Full-time

Career level With Experience

 

Die Webversion dieses Stellenangebotes finden Sie unter:
https://www.pressebox.com/w/JO-L0Y-EFB

https://www.pressebox.com/w/JO-L0Y-EFB

